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Summary: With a feral pig population of at least 2.6 million, Texas has the largest feral pig 
population in the U.S. Their numbers and range continue to increase because of high 
reproductive rates and lack of natural predators.  Feral pigs cause significant damage to crops, 
livestock, pastures, fields, fences, roads, ponds and other agricultural property, with damages 
(losses) conservatively estimated at $52 million dollars annually. Feral pigs are also reservoirs of 
livestock diseases. Landowners spend an estimated $7 million dollars annually on feral pig 
control and correction of damages. This demonstration displays a research based humane 
method developed by Texas A&M AgriLife Extension to trap wild pigs for their further removal. 
The traps were constructed using commonly available materials and can be transported 
between locations.  The trapping method was designed using the natural behavior of wild pig 
groups (known as sounders) during feeding. Using a corral trap, several wild pigs can get 
trapped at once, reducing cost of further process.   
 
Objective: To demonstrate the most popular gates used in corral traps for wild pigs (Guillotine, 
Saloon and Kerrville rooter gates) and construction of corral traps, trigger mechanisms and 
placement of hunting cameras to determine wild pig eating patterns and social interactions to 
for optimal gate activation for optimum capture of live wild pigs. 
 
Materials and Methods:  Two corral traps were built at the Regional Civic Center grounds using 
34 metal t-post, 8-16 ft livestock metal wire panels, one saloon door, one revolving door and 
one guillotine wood door. The corrals were built following the recommendation in “Tips on 
successful hog trapping” compiled by Higginbotham, W. in 2006. 
 
Results and Discussion: Two corral traps were built and were placed on display during 
September 2013. The displays are attracting residents interested in learning more on wild pigs 
control. 
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Different views of the wild pigs corral traps display at the Hopkins County Regional Civic Center 
grounds. 
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